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The need for research on reproductive
decision-making in Africa
Saheed Akinmayowa Lawal and colleagues argue that RDM during
COVID-19 may differ significantly to what it was before
socio-economic, health, and technological disruptions.
It is estimated that there will be a 10% decline over 12
months in the proportion of women receiving Sexual
and Reproductive Health (SRH) services in low and
middle-income countries, and these women are likely
to have unintended pregnancies, with another 49
million women with an unmet need for contraception.
Already, countries in sub-Saharan Africa are working
to reduce a high maternal mortality. The reproductive
decision-making (RDM) process during COVID-19 in
COVID considering the limited supply of and access
to SRH services, and the possibility of a largescale
reproductive health crisis in the region. Hence, a
case is made for an urgent need for research funding
and studies on the dynamics of RDM in the time of
COVID-19 in SSA.
There is a need for more studies to explore the
changing nature of SRH decision-making among
individuals in the time of COVID-19 in SSA which is
inhabited by a high population of vulnerable and poor
people.
Across the globe, the emergence and spread of
socio-economic, demographic and technological
disruptions, especially in the global health domain.
Wuhan, China in December 2019,1 as an epidemic.
By March 2020, however, it had become a pandemic
and was declared a pandemic and a matter of global
emergency by the World Health Organization (WHO)
due to its rapid spread through the developed and
developing countries with about 118,000 cases in 114
countries and 4,291 deaths.2 COVID-19 has spread to
more than 100 countries with over a cumulative total
of 195 million cases and over 4 million deaths across
the globe.3 Initially, the spread of the virus was slow to
January 2020;4 as of 8 September 2020, the cumulative
1.3 million and 31,000 respectively in SSA,1 and there
was high expectation that the infection rate would
skyrocket.5
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Due to the pandemic, many countries have been
forced into implementing various strict measures which
included enforcing social and physical distancing,
mandatory use of facemasks, ensuring movement
restrictions and lockdown/closure of schools,
businesses, restaurants, religious houses, markets, and
borders to contain the spread of the virus.6 The rising
cases of COVID-19 have plunged the health sectors in
the less developed countries and sent many of them into
panic mode due to the deplorable state of their health
systems.7 This has affected the provision of essential
reproductive health services,8 which may be because
many of them have redirected their efforts towards
combating the spread of COVID-19 in their domains.1
SRH in a time of COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic caused a major disruption in
the value and supply chain of SRH commodities;9,10 for
instance, Marie Stopes International – one of the biggest
suppliers of SRH commodities worldwide – was forced
to discontinue their services at some of their clinics in
some countries where they operated.11 In South Africa,
the rate of family planning use declined in the thick
of the pandemic and few months before the outbreak
of the virus.12 On the other hand, many women’s
access to maternal and child care at health facilities
has been restricted,13 while an increase in the costs of
health services in some countries in SSA have been
documented.14,15 These challenging situations might
have negatively affected many women who may be in
urgent need of SRH care.
According to estimates, the proportion of women
accessing sexual and reproductive health care in low
and middle-income countries (LMICs) will drop by 10%
due to the pandemic, resulting in 49 million unwanted
pregnancies, with these women being more likely to
have unintended pregnancies in the next 12 months.16
This suggests that many sexually active young and
adult women are at a high risk of unprotected sexual
intercourse, non-use of contraceptives (for limiting and
birth spacing), sexually transmitted infections (STIs)
and above all unwanted pregnancies which may lead
to unsafe abortion which in turn may lead to maternal
morbidity and mortality.
Already, Africa accounts for about two-thirds of the
world’s pregnancy-related deaths.17 Many countries
in this region are still working assiduously to stem
the tide of maternal mortality (and child mortality)
by devising ways to tackle some of the contributing
factors, among which are gender equities and shortage
of health professions.17
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virus in South Africa and since movement restriction
in the Country, there was a 30% increase in maternal
mortality.18 Thus, a lingering pandemic situation
presents may interact with existing reproductive health
challenges or generate new (different from those before
the pandemic) that will wreak more havoc to the
reproductive health of millions of women and people in
SSA.
Studies in other non-SSA countries have observed
the desire to postpone pregnancy among women due
to fears, worries and the socio-economic challenges
triggered by the pandemic,9,19 but the situation is still
unclear in many SSA countries despite recent (but few)
studies in Ethiopia,20 Kenya and Burkina Faso21 on the
topsy-turvy situation caused by the COVID-19 in health
sectors and its effect on contraceptive and other SRH
areas. The pandemic in SSA may promote the uptake
of unsafe abortion methods and procurement of unsafe
abortion service providers by women. Considering the
limited access to antenatal care at health facilities, many
pregnant women may decide to deliver their babies
at home or in other places in unsafe environments
or patronise quack doctors and nurses, and many of
those who survive the delivery process may lose out
on important post-natal care. If these go on, more
life-threatening medical conditions may emerge
which may overburden and weaken the already weak
health systems in SSA. This may threaten many African
governments’ efforts to achieve the health-related
among other sustainable development goals (SDG).22
On the other hand, the COVID-19 pandemic
has contributed to spousal violence, as observed
in Nigeria.23 A prolonged occurrence of this may
affect women’s pregnancy wantedness, the need for
contraceptives as well as abortion decisions. Yet, there
is a need to further understand the magnitude of spousal
and gender violence and how it has shaped couples’
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reproductive intentions and decisions.
Again, there is a paucity of studies on the SRH
issues in SSA prominent among which is the sociobehavioural and economic issues,24 it is highly necessary
to examine the reproductive decision-making pathways
among adolescents, girls, women and couples during
COVID-19. Also, there is already a clarion call for
intervention in the SRH domain in SSA24,25 while a
recent study has outlined emerging areas of focus.24
This suggests that there is consensus among scholars in
SSA concerning the urgent need to generate empirical
evidence on SRH in SSA to forestall a possible future
(large-scale) outbreak of SRH problems in the region. This
will go a long way to ensure that the achievements in
SRH for many years is not completely reversed26 because
the achievements are being reversed by the pandemic.27
In light of this, more studies in reproductive health (in
SSA) should prioritise the following areas that will shed
more light on the reproductive decision-making of
individuals (especially women) during COVID-19:
• Availability, accessibility, cost and affordability of
sexual and reproductive health commodities and
services
• Sexual, pregnancy and fertility desire and decision
• Demand for contraception, unmet need and
improvised contraceptive methods
• Sources of information of contraceptive and abortion
services among women and their effects on their
contraceptive and abortion decision
• Dynamics in the abortion decision-making
• Prevalence of induced abortion and unsafe abortion
• Demand for post-abortion care needs and access
• Barriers to health facilities and their effects on access
to pre-natal, care during delivery and post-natal care
• Prevalence of spousal violence against women and
its influence on pregnancy desire, contraceptive
uptake and abortion decision-making.
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Conclusion
Amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, there is a
need to explore the changing nature of sexual and
reproductive health decision-making among individuals,
especially in SSA where a high population of vulnerable
and poor people reside. This period of pandemics offers
the opportunity to explore the social and behavioural
dynamics and complexities that shape reproductive
decision-making. This will be needed to forecast and
strategically plan for the possible short- and long-term
reproductive health problems in SSA countries.
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